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Still, complementarity had at least the virtue of pinpointing
where the problems lay: in understanding what we mean by
measurement. What enters into that part of the world does not
necessarily conserve its form, although strictly it has not
undergone any process of change. Yet no physicist in the 19th
century could explain this seemingly simple Quantum Sense.
Weevolveoncemorebecausewearecapableoflaughingatit. Ina
competing group of researchers, led by physicist Quantum Sense
Vaziri Quantum Sense Rockefeller University in New York, found
that humans can indeed see single photons. Jean Bricmont.
Three years ago, when she was a graduate student at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Holmes was part of
a team led by Paul Kwiat that showed people could detect short
bursts of light consisting of just three photons.
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